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Executive Summary

The Finland  Ministry  of  Employment  and  Economy (MEE)  is  seeking  for  the  evaluation  of
the 2007–2010 SAFIR2010 program to check its consistency and comprehensiveness as well
as the satisfaction of its technical and organizational objectives, and to get advice on its
possible reorientation through the next SAFIR program.

An international panel of experts, the members of which are Giovanni Bruna, IRSN, France,
Ami Rastas, Consultant, Finland, Anselm Schaefer, ISaR, Germany, has been established by
MEE to carry-out the evaluation.

The panel experts have been asked to address specific questions, provide their vision on the
program and support MEE judgments and decisions with their recommendations. The specific
questions to be addressed are:

- Are the achieved results in balance with the funding? Are the results exploited
efficiently in practice?

- How  well  does  the  expertise  cover  the  field?   Is  the  entire  SAFIR2010  program
balanced to all different fields in nuclear safety? Does it raise efficiently new experts?

- Have the 2006 evaluation results been implemented successfully into SAFIR2010
program?

- Challenges and recommendations.

The experts have addressed these questions through the appropriation of the informative
material provided by the SAFIR2010 Program Director and a series of interviews with
Steering Group Members, Project Leaders and other contributors, and several members of the
Reference Groups.

In conclusion, the panel experts recommend:

• A tighter coordination among the future SAFIR program and other  nuclear safety-
related research programs carried-out in the country, as well as an effective review
mechanism;

• A systematic consideration of cross-cutting issues (such as aging, modernizations,
passive systems, uncertainties, PSA etc.);

• The implementation of a systematic mechanism to ensure the flexibility and the
adaptability of the program;

• A simplified renewal scheme for research projects, able to eliminating unnecessary
bureaucratic burden and allowing for more efficient planning;

• The reconsideration of the Reference Group meeting procedures to improve their
efficiency and effectiveness;

• The search for more international recognition and an increased weight of the
international cooperation in the evaluation procedures.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background of the SAFIR2010 Program

SAFIR2010, the Finnish Research Program on Nuclear Power Plant Safety 2007-2010,
continues the tradition of Finnish national nuclear energy research programs started in the late
80's. The previous program, SAFIR2006, was carried-out in the period 2003-2006.

The main objective of the SAFIR2010 program is to help maintaining and enhancing the
Finnish expertise in nuclear safety to address current and future safety issues. That is to be
achieved though the development of suitable analytical tools, the realization of experimental
activities in Finnish facilities, the implementation of nuclear safety related databases and the
participation in international networks and working groups, such as the OECD’s Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA), the European Union (EU) Frameworks Programs, the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and other bilateral and multilateral programs. SAFIR2010 is
moreover intended to retain and expand knowledge within the technical disciplines
contributing to nuclear safety.

SAFIR2010 is not aimed at solving pending safety issues on any particular reactor that is
reserved to specific programs carried out by the industry and/or the Radiation and Nuclear
Safety Authority (STUK).

In addition to research objectives, the SAFIR2010 program is intended to provide a valuable
training framework to the young generation and to assure, in such a way, a convenient
replacement of retiring persons.

The SAFIR2010 program is carried out under the auspices of the Finnish Ministry of
Employment and Economy (MEE) (former the Ministry of Trade and Industry). It is funded
primarily by the fees according to the Finnish Nuclear Energy Act from the two nuclear
utilities Fortum Power and Heat Oy (FPH) and Teollisuuden Voima Oyj (TVO), secondarily
by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), and by other organizations..

The program is directed by a Steering Group, appointed by MEE, with representatives from
all main organizations involved with nuclear safety research in Finland, namely, MEE,
STUK, the two nuclear utilities, FPH and TVO, VTT, Lappeenranta University of
Technology (LUT), Helsinki University of Technology (HUT, now Aalto University)), and
the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation (TEKES). The new Finnish
nuclear utility Fennovoima and Swedish Safety Authority SSM have expert position in the
Steering Group. The Steering Group meets quarterly to provide direction to the program and
is ultimately responsible for its administration, including advising which projects get funding.
The Steering Group establishes new projects and follows progress in existing projects.

SAFIR2010 is  administered  by  VTT through a  Program Director.  It  consists  of  31  research
projects grouped in eight groups (or topical areas). Each one of these areas has a Reference
Group that provides oversight of the projects under its jurisdiction. The Reference Groups
meet roughly four times a year to provide technical input to the projects, approve changes in
their scope and/or the time-schedule and help planning new ones. The Reference Group
members representing the primary end users, STUK and the utilities, are mindful of the use of
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the project results and outcomes and report back to their home organizations to disseminate
the information generated within the research projects.

The SAFIR2010 eight groups evolved from the seven ones in the previous SAFIR program.
The SAFIR2010 actual structure is as follows:

Group 1, Organization and Human Factors:

- MANOR (VTT): Safety Management and Organizational Learning (2007-2010),
- SAFEX: SafeExpertNet, Expert Work in Safety Critical Environment;

Group 2, Automation and Control Room:

- MODSAFE, Model-based Safety Evaluation of Automation Systems,
- CERFAS, Certification Facilities for Software,
- OPRACTICE, Operator Practices and Human-system Interfaces in Computer-

based Control Stations;

Group 3, Fuel and Reactor Physics:

- POKEVA, Development and Validation of Fuel Performance Codes,
- TOPAS, Tridimensional Core Transient Analysis Methods,
- TRICOT, Total reactor Physics Analysis System;

Group 4, Thermal-hydraulics:

- NUMPOOL, Numeral Modeling of Condensation Pool,
- THARE, Improved Thermal-hydraulic Analyses of Nuclear Reactor and

Containment,
- SGEN, CDF Modeling of NPP Horizontal and Vertical Steam Generators,
- PACSIM, Improved of PACTEL Facility Simulation Environment,
- CONDEX, Condensation Experiments with PPOOLEX Facility,
- PASSIMU, Passive Safety System Simulation;

Group 5, Severe Accidents:

- RADECO, Release of Radioactive Materials from a Degrading Core,
- CHEMPC, Primary Circuit Chemistry of Fission Products,
- COMESTA, Core Melt Stabilization,
- HYBCIS Hydrogen, Debris Coolability and SFP Accidents;

Group 6, Structural Safety of Reactor Circuits, Integrity of Reactor Circuits:

6.1 Degradation Caused by Environmental Effects
- WATCHEM, Water Chemistry and Oxidation in the Primary Circuit,
- DEFSPEED,  Influence  of  Material,  Environment  and  Strain  Rate  on

Environmentally Assisted Cracking of Austenitic Nuclear Materials,
- AKTUS, Renewal of Actived Materials research Infrastructure – special task

project to evaluate the need and cost of new infrastructure (hot cells etc.) -;
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6.2. Structural Failure Risk Management
- FRAS, Fracture Assessment of Reactor Circuits,
- FATE, Fatigue Endurance of Critical Equipment,

6.3. Structural Integrity Monitoring
- PURISTA, Risk-informed Inspections of Piping,
- RAKEMON, Monitoring the Structural Integrity of Reactor Circuit;

Group 7 Construction Safety

- SERVICEMAN, Service Life Management System of Concrete Structures in
Nuclear Power Plants,

- IMPACT, IMPACT 2010,
- SUSI Structures under Soft Impact Testing Facilities Analysis Tools;

Group 8 Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA)

- CHARISMA, Challenges in Risk-informed Safety Management,
- FIRAS, Implementation of Quantitative Fire Risk Assessment in PSA,
- EXWE, Extreme Weather and Nuclear Power Plants.

1.2 Evaluation Objective

MEE  is  seeking  for  the  evaluation  of  the  SAFIR2010  program  to  check  whether  it  has
matched and is still matching its overall technical and organizational objectives and to get
advice on its future possible reorientation and improvement in the incoming four-year period,
2010–2014. To address this objective, an international panel, composed by three members
(Giovanni Bruna, IRSN, France; Ami Rastas, Consultant, Finland and Anselm Schaefer,
ISaR, Germany) has been established by MEE to carry out the evaluation.

MEE has asked the panel to address specific questions and provide a vision and perspective
on the challenges the program is facing now and to support its judgments and decisions with
recommendations. The specific questions to be addressed are:

A. Are the achieved results in balance with the funding? Are the results exploited
efficiently in practice?

B. How well does the expertise cover the field?  Is the entire SAFIR2010 program
balanced to all different fields in nuclear safety? Does it raise efficiently new
experts?

C. Have the 2006 evaluation results been implemented successfully into
SAFIR2010 program?

D. Challenges and recommendations.

The panel has addressed those questions through the appropriation of the informative material
provided in advance and a series of presentations and interviews during a one week site visit
in January 2010.
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1.3 Evaluation Methodology

The evaluation panel members were given in advance copies of the documents relevant to the
SAFIR2010 program. These documents, the list of which is presented in Appendix A, were
found quite comprehensive and exhaustive and roughly covering the entire scope of the
program.

During the week January 18-22, 2010, the panel members had the opportunity to meeting
many key actors in the program: They gathered with most Steering Group Members (11) as
well as with technical experts from projects (31) covering nearly all of the SAFIR2010
funding and all projects active in 2009 except for the special project AKTUS. Eventually,
they also met many Reference Group Members (26). The list of the persons interviewed is
presented in Appendix B.

The information provided by the documents, presentations and discussions allowed the panel
members to obtain a quite comprehensive overview of the research conducted within the
SAFIR2010 program. However, due to the broad scope of the SAFIR2010 program and the
short evaluation time, it was generally not possible to achieve a complete appreciation of the
technical details.

The overall appreciation of this evaluation process by the panel was very positive:

• The process has been found well organized and conveniently conducted;
• The panel experts have been provided with very comprehensive and useful

information;
• In general, the quality of the presentations has been very good;
• All discussions have been very open-minded and constructive.

The panel identified only one limitation in the evaluation process: the fact that little
information  was  available  about  the  Finnish  nuclear  safety  research  activities  outside
SAFIR2010 implies some difficulties with regard to the panel’s judgments about the
appropriateness of the scope of the SAFIR2010 program.
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2. Evaluation Main Results

2.1 General Conclusions

As an overall conclusion, the panel experts evaluate the research conducted within the
SAFIR2010 program to be of outstanding character.  The following findings supporting this
conclusion are submitted to MEE’s attention:

• The SAFIR2010 program provides an excellent basis for co-operation of the
Regulatory Authority, the Utilities and the Research Organizations in maintaining
and developing further safety analysis tools, expertise and safety culture;

• The cooperation among stakeholders within the SAFIR2010 program has been found
very efficient in view of achieving high quality results with limited resources;

• There is no indication that this co-operation could compromise the independence of
the Regulatory Authority;

• The overall quality of work in the SAFIR2010 program is judged to be high
compared to international standards;

• The panel particularly appreciates the excellent opportunities provided by the
SAFIR2010 program to attract and train the young generation needed in Finland to
address the current and future safety issues, thus providing very valuable
contributions to managing the generation change;

• The commitment of the experts working for SAFIR2010 projects, who have been
interviewed by the panel, has been found to be very high;

• The panel noted that many projects of the SAFIR2010 program make a very
intelligent use of international collaboration.

One major opportunity for improvements has been identified: The panel believes that
crosscutting issues, such as ageing, aggressions or passive systems behavior, should be
addressed in a more systematic way within the next research program following
SAFIR2010.
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2.2 Answers to Specific Questions

A1. Are the achieved results in balance  with the funding?

Generally yes.

The panel concludes that the results achieved through the SAFIR2010 program are in balance
with the funding level provided. The main contributing factors are:

-  The effective co-operation among the nuclear stakeholders and the intelligent use of
international co-operation,

- The longstanding involvement in the SAFIR2010 and earlier programs of VTT and
LUT resulting in an excellent infrastructure for carrying out outstanding nuclear safety
research,

-  The  synergy  with  other  safety  research  projects  carried  out  independently  by  the
Utilities,  STUK,  VTT,  and  the  participation  in  international  CSNI  activities  and  EU
Framework Programs.

Nevertheless, the panel emphasizes that:

- The question cannot be fully addressed without accessing more detailed information
on the financing scheme and the contents of the complementary research activities
carried out outside the SAFIR2010 program;

-      Some minor differences may subsist among the projects.

A2.  Are the results exploited efficiently in practice?

Generally yes

The panel emphasizes the strong commitment and involvement of the stakeholders in the
definition, the planning and the conduction of the program, which contributes to an efficient
and effective exploitation of the research results for practical purposes. In the panel’s view,
this  involvement  is  an  essential  strength  of  the  Finnish  approach  to  safety  research,  and  the
way it is implemented ensures that the independence of the Regulatory Authority is not
compromised.

B1.   How well does the expertise cover the field?

SAFIR2010 addresses the main issues of the internationally acknowledged cutting-edge
safety research.

The panel considers that the SAFIR2010 program provides a good coverage of the generic
technical research issues relevant to nuclear safety, as requested by the Nuclear Energy Act
and in accordance with the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) established by the European
Sustainable Nuclear Energy Technology Platform (SNE-TP).

The main fields of nuclear safety research are addressed by nuclear, civil, mechanical,
metallurgical and electrical engineers and scientists, as well as by experts in the field of social
sciences.
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Although the coverage of the whole field is considered as quite good, the panel emphasizes
the importance of a cross-cutting vision and approach to address such an outstanding issue as
the ageing of the nuclear power plants.

B2.   Is the entire SAFIR2010 program balanced to all different fields in nuclear safety?

Yes, the different research areas of SAFIR2010 are generally perceived well balanced
taking into account their relevance to safety

There is in the SAFIR2010 program an effective balance between the experimental and
analytical work as well as between scientific and applied research.

The  panel  wants  to  underline,  however,  that  a  precise  answer  to  this  question  is  difficult  to
provide without considering together all Finnish safety research activities including those
conducted outside SAFIR2010.

B3. Does it raise efficiently new experts?

Generally, SAFIR2001 is considered very efficient to attract newcomers to the nuclear
safety field and train them conveniently.

Nevertheless, the panel considers that specific effort should be made in some highly
specialized and demanding areas, such as Reactor Physics, to maintain the critical mass of
research teams and to provide the researchers with training over an extended period of time
which is sufficient to build and consolidate the necessary expertise.

C. Have 2006 evaluation results been implemented successfully into SAFIR2010 program?

Yes, almost fully.

The panel estimates that the recommendations of the 2006 evaluation have been almost fully
implemented. It believes, however, that two recommendations have not received sufficient
attention in the SAFIR2010 program and should be more extensively and comprehensively
addressed in the future:

- The aging and condition monitoring of cables (including functional requirements in
accidental conditions), which is a mandatory component of aging research,

- The sensitivity and uncertainty analysis methods in the thermal hydraulics field,
which are needed to address the important issue of conservatism of safety analyses.

Moreover, in the straight-line of the previous evaluation, the recommendation is maintained to
reconsider the Reference Group meeting procedures to guarantee that such meetings provide
the projects with administrative guidance and contribute to disseminate information
efficiently
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2.3 Comments by Topical Areas

Group 1, Organization and Human factors

- MANOR (VTT): Safety Management and Organizational Learning (2007-2010),
- SAFEX: SafeExpertNet, Expert Work in Safety Critical Environment.

The panel’s main findings in the area are:

- The area is relevant to the reactor safety in a whole and its importance is ever more
increasing;

-  It contributes significantly to the build-up and the spreading of the safety culture in
tight connection with the orientations on safety R&D provided by EC within the
SNE-TP – SRA;

-  The subcontracting issue, which is a major one, is not sufficiently addressed in the
SAFIR2010 program;

-  The diversity of the cultures within the investigation team and the plant may be a
drawback affecting the collection of information;

-  The topic is presently not sufficiently included in university courses.

Accordingly, the following general recommendations are made:

• The area is of increasing relevance to safety and should be strongly supported in the
future program and its range enlarged;

• Specific attention should be paid to subcontracting issues;
• Intercultural communication should receive specific attention in the research team

and in the research itself;
• A larger implication of the SAFIR network in the university courses should be

searched for.

Group 2, Automation and Control Room

- MODSAFE, Model-based Safety Evaluation of Automation Systems,
- CERFAS, Certification Facilities for Software,
- OPRACTICE, Operator Practices and Human-system Interfaces in Computer-

based Control Stations.

The panel’s main findings are:

- The MODSAFE program addresses a very relevant issue in safety R&D. The
influence of human factors in the model testing process seems to be quite
important;

- The CERFAS program is aimed at defining a Finnish approach for the certification
of software:
o The concept is not useful for one-use applications ; it is more useful for

platforms,
o  It is not fully understandable what concept of certification is actually aimed at;
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- The OPRACTICE results can be consolidated in requirements or recommendations
to the plant designer in a kind of risk-informed approach, but only partial practical
application has been found until now.

Accordingly, the following recommendations are provided:

• The model testing activity is considered as very innovative. Special attention
should be paid to reduce the human factor weight in the modeling and the quality
of input data;

• Future research should emphasize the need for quantitative reliability assessment
of digital I&C;

• Future control room activities should aim at having strong links to possible future
plants in Finland.

Group 3, Fuel and Reactor Physics

- POKEVA, Development and Validation of Fuel Performance Codes,
- TOPAS, Tridimensional Core Transient Analysis Methods,
- TRICOT, Total reactor Physics Analysis System,

The panel’s main findings are:

- The  POKEVA  program  is  a  wide-scope  one;  it  is  relevant  to  provide  the  Safety
Authority with the necessary support to study the fuel thermo mechanical behavior
of fuel during transients;
The adoption of deterministic transport codes for the computation of the in-pin
power distribution is noticed;

- The TOPAS program is aimed at maintaining and developing a stationary reactor
physics code system, covering a wide range of calculation needs;
TOPAS is considered an outstanding project addressing relevant aspects of the
reactor physics connected to safety;
The program could be proficiently extended to include relevant topics such as
nuclides inventory (for burn-up credit purposes and residual heat evaluation) and
cross-section generation (heavy reflector of EPR, self-powered neutron detectors);
A possible improvement could be the coupling of a thermo mechanical module to
account for the effect of pellet status on power and temperature distribution inside
the pin (which, in fine should be back-fitted to the cross-section through the
effective temperature);

- The TRICOT program is aimed at the development and validation of 3D codes for
transient studies. The program is a wide-scope and important one.

The following technical points have been observed:

Advantages:
- A porosity methodology, of Finnish home-made origin, is applied,
- The capacity to perform sensitivity analysis has been developed;
Drawbacks:
- A pin power distribution calculation model is not available,
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- The code TRAB-3D developed in the TRICOT project is not internally coupled to a
system code for transient analysis.

The  whole  group  suffers  from  a  strong  evaporation  of  researchers  who  are  attracted  by
industrial jobs.

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• Outstanding results achieved with regard to development of Monte Carlo
methodology and its application in the TOPAS program claim for an extension of
the application domain, e.g. to the heavy reflector and the self powered neutron
detectors cross-section generation and nuclide inventory;

• The TRAB-3D code coupling within the TRICOT project is not completely
achieved: future activity should include pin power calculation and internal system
code coupling;

• VTT should continue efforts to maintain the competence in the field taking into
account the long time needed to build knowledge.

Group 4, Thermal-hydraulics

- NUMPOOL, Numeral Modeling of Condensation Pool,
- THARE, Improved Thermal-hydraulic Analyses of Nuclear Reactor and

Containment,
- SGEN, CDF Modeling of NPP Horizontal and Vertical Steam Generators,
- PACSIM, Improved of PACTEL Facility Simulation Environment,
- CONDEX, Condensation Experiments with PPOOLEX Facility,
- PASSIMU, Passive Safety System Simulation;

The panel’s main findings are:

- The group combines efficiently analytical and experimental activities;
- The availability of suitable experimental facilities is important not only because

they provide useful data for code validation, but also because they contribute to the
attractiveness of the field for young people;

- The  activity  on  Passive  Safety  Systems  is  of  high  relevance  to  the  safety
assessment of possible future nuclear power plants in Finland and, according to
that, it should be supported and even increased in the next program;

- The codes used for CFD simulations are commercial products. The panel
recognizes that this approach is not unusual internationally, but believes that the
expected future application of such software for solving safety relevant problems
and licensing questions might be problematic regarding the lack of knowledge
about the source code. The panel therefore recommends reconsidering the Finish
CFD code strategy in view of an open source CFD development as a national or,
better, an international activity;

- The panel considers that the coupling of CFD and system codes is not clearly
addressed by SAFIR2010 and recommends including this topic as a first priority in
the next SAFIR program;

- The uncertainty analysis has not been addressed by SAFIR 2010 as recommended
in the previous SAFIR evaluation. The panel recognizes that this topic might have
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low priority because the Finnish licensing approach is based on the combination of
best-estimate codes with conservative assumptions. Nevertheless the panel
believes that uncertainty analysis is important and should be addressed in the
future in view of the international practices and the need to assess the validity of
conservative assumptions.

- NUMPOOL: The problem of the nodalization at the interfaces could show-up very
challenging, the experiment can help;

- SGEN: Problems of preparation and validation of input deck are detected; input
desk preparation is time consuming and difficult to validate;

- PACSIM: The facility is able to accommodate more experiments than currently
done for financial reasons, it can adapt to EPR, but modification should be done
for larger steam generators;

- PASSIMU: The project is perceived very relevant as the analysis of passive safety
systems might be necessary for the next possible nuclear power plants in Finland.
(Many concepts under consideration rely on passive safety systems).

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• Experimental facilities and link to analytical work is a strong point and should be
maintained and, if possible, reinforced;

• The uncertainty analysis is less developed than in reactor physics field and should
be addressed;

• The  growing  role  of  CFD  codes  in  the  safety  analysis  and  licensing  and  the
unavailability of commercial code sources recommend considering the CFD code
development as a Finnish or cooperative activity in the future.

Group 5, Severe Accidents

- RADECO, Release of Radioactive Materials from a Degrading Core,
- CHEMPC, Primary Circuit Chemistry of Fission Products,
- COMESTA, Core Melt Stabilization,
- HYBCIS Hydrogen, Debris Coolability and SFP Accidents

The panel’s main findings are:

- The activity covered by the area is perfectly fitting with main objectives established
internationally within the CSNI – WGAMA group and the SARNET European
network in Severe Accident R&D;

- The project persons are quite young and motivated: that perfectly matches the
SAFIR objectives of creating and maintaining knowledge and competence;

- The panel recognizes the strong involvement in international networks providing the
Finnish researchers with knowledge and codes so that major developments of home-
made codes are not needed;

- The question of retention of molten material inside the reactor vessel is raised.
Presently the activity in Finland is carried out outside the SAFIR program, but some
concepts considered for the next Finnish power plant privilege the option of corium
retention in the vessel. Investigating such aspects is felt as a relevant contribution to
the safety assessment of such plants;

-  RADECO:  a  very  small  project  which  carries-out  its  own  experiments  and
participates in a CSNI network; Ruthenium issue looks relevant according to the
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shut-down condition initiation of severe accidents. Huge discrepancies show-up
when comparing computation and experimental results. The work is to be continued
in the first aim to understand the discrepancies;

- COMESTA: a project carried-out in connection with an international activity within
SARNET, in the objective to analyze the behavior of the sacrificial concrete of the
EPR. The project is carried-out in laboratory conditions and the question of its
representativeness is raised;

- HYBCIS: the project is a relevant one for PWRs due to the presence of recombiners
and igniters. The question is raised about the effect of debris size and arrangement
on criticality issues.

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• In spite of small budged the area is remarkably well integrated in international
networks. Participation of young people is very positive. Both those positive points
are recommended to be developed and enhanced;

• Severe accidents during shut down conditions should receive more attention;
• There should be flexibility to address new designs.

Group 6, Structural Safety of Reactor Circuits, Integrity of Reactor Circuits

6.1 Degradation Caused by Environmental Effects
- WATCHEM, Water Chemistry and Oxidation in the Primary Circuit,
-  DEFSPEED,  Influence  of  Material,  Environment  and  Strain  Rate  on

Environmentally Assisted Cracking of Austenitic Nuclear Materials,
- AKTUS, Renewal of Actived Materials research Infrastructure - special task project

to evaluate the need and cost of new infrastructure (hot cells etc.)  -

6.2. Structural Failure Risk Management
- FRAS, Fracture Assessment of Reactor Circuits,
- FATE, Fatigue Endurance of Critical Equipment,

6.3. Structural Integrity Monitoring
- PURISTA, Risk-informed Inspections of Piping,
- RAKEMON, Monitoring the Structural Integrity of Reactor Circuit;

The panel’s main findings are:

- The area 6 is by far the largest one in the SAFIR2010 program. It covers very
relevant issues of reactor safety and has, as a main objective, to providing
experimental and theoretical support to confirm the integrity and safety of the
primary circuit;

-
-  The  area  relies  on  well  established  international  collaborations.  Most  of  projects

enjoy wide network of international cooperation;
- One of the objectives of the SAFIR project is to participate in international network

to acquire the information necessary to complete the country knowledge. This
objective is globally matched in the area;
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- The area combines efficiently and effectively theoretical and experimental activities.
Generally, the balance between them is quite good, even if some changes are
planned for the future;

- The area looks quite well organized, also through specific discussion and exchange
forums;

- The activity is relevant to ageing in a whole, even if all needs are not covered within
the area;

- Circulation and sharing of the knowledge objectives are correctly matched in the
area and that is achieved trough the crossed participation of the personnel to
different working groups and the sharing of theoretical and experimental activities;

- The area is a quite efficient training forum for engineers who migrate to industry;
- PURISTA: the activity carried-out within the project is relevant to. For the future it

is recommended to investigate how the inspection (and which kind of inspection)
can actually contribute to the reduction of the risk, once it has been identified, and
haw effective the inspection could be.

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• The combination of excellent experimental and analytical capacity is strong point. It
is recommended that Finland takes the lead in some international projects;

• Taking into account the unique combination of break preclusion and emergency
supports applied in Finland, related integrity and inspection aspects should receive
more attention;

• It is suggested to extend the scope of the area to include also integrity aspects of
other than primary components;

• For future activity it is recommended to think about inclusion of a topic related to
cable ageing problems.

Group 7, Construction Safety

-  SERVICEMAN,  Service  Life  Management  System  of  Concrete  Structures  in
Nuclear Power Plants,

- IMPACT, IMPACT 2010,
- SUSI Structures under Soft Impact Testing Facilities Analysis Tools;

The panel’s main findings are:

- The activity carried-out in the area is relevant to reactor safety;
- The activity is declined into three projects, which basically address the third barrier

resistance against natural phenomena, such as natural degradation and ageing, and
aggression, such as severe weather conditions and plane crash;

- The activity in the area not only addresses materials but also structures, such as the
containment, and the structure sustaining it, such as the tendons;

- Among the external aggressions, the propagation of fire is considered. The
calculations are performed adopting CFD codes;

- The sharing of the knowledge between this area and area 8 is provided through
personnel exchanges;

- The spreading of knowledge is very well operating;
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- As regards the contribution of the area to the construction of new knowledge and the
building of new experts, the situation is quite satisfactory as concern their expertise,
but the number of the experts remains insufficient;

- The activity in a whole relies on a wide international network of collaboration,
mainly as far as the IMPACT and SUSI projects are concerned;

- Future activity on plane crash could be focused on the simulation of the crash itself
including the effect of projectiles generated in the crash, the sensitivity of the
damage  to  the  direction  of  the  crash  and  the  propagation  of  fire.  The  damping
parameter is very important and investigation should be conducted to define it
precisely. The possibility to include the liner in the experiment should be
investigated.

- The administration and operation of the program is not a major problem for the area,
because ad hoc gathering and discussion forum has been created (mainly for
IMPACT, the financing of which is more than 50% provided by international
partners, SAFIR2010 contributing up to 20% to the financing, the complement being
provided by the industry).

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• Due to the unique experimental capacity Finland has taken an internationally leading
role. This position is to be maintained and if possible reinforced;

• Availability of results should be taken into account in future program;
• It is recommended to seek for closer links to universities.

Group 8, Probabilistic Safety Analysis (PSA)

- CHARISMA, Challenges in Risk-informed Safety Management,
- FIRAS, Implementation of Quantitative Fire Risk Assessment in PSA,
- EXWE, Extreme Weather and Nuclear Power Plants.

The panel’s main findings are:

- The area of endeavor is relevant to safety assessment and regulation;
- The area comprises three projects, two of which are strictly connected to the use of

PSA and the third one is more focused on aggression through the severe weather
condition  impact.  The  PSA  are  widely  adopted  by  STUK  to  elaborate,  define  and
precise requirements for construction license purposes. Moreover they contribute to
the safety classification of safety systems;

- As regards the formation of people, the PSA area is very specific as it addresses a
variety of different disciplines and issues relevant to the safety assessment of a
nuclear power plant. Thus the activities in the field are quite informative for junior
engineers as well as very demanding in regard to the large scope of the required
competences, which claims for integration of the area into academic education. The
panel was informed that specific lectures on PSA methodology are provided as basic
courses in several Finnish universities, but that the area does not play a significant
role for PhD projects.

- International cooperation is very wide within the area and the advantages from
collaboration are shared;
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- CHARISMA: The program is relevant to safety, because it addresses the adoption
and use of PSA to support strategic and operational decision making;
Different aspects are regrouped in the program, but, even if individually relevant,
they look quite disconnected to each other. It looks that the project is more devoted
to develop competence and support external users that to construct a real knowledge;

- FIRAS: Topics addressed in the program are relevant to safety. The objectives of the
program are clearly identified and their achievement level precisely presented.
Issues such as the definition of fire spreading models and the probabilistic
simulation of fire spreading through Monte-Carlo methodology are fundamental;

- EXWE Extreme weather and nuclear power plants
The program addressees a relevant problem for safety in a quite extensive and
comprehensive way: the most likely consequences of the global worming are
addressed.

Accordingly, the following main recommendations are issued:

• The area addresses some very important issues such as extreme weather conditions
(EXWE)  and  fire  modeling  (FIRAS).   However,  the  set  of  PSA  activities  suffers
from the inhomogeneous compilation of projects and the spread over several groups.
The structure of the area is to be improved though a cross-cutting vision and, maybe,
the creation of a specific area for aggressions;

• The relevance of the PRA activities claims for a more homogeneous approach taking
into account the cross-cutting characteristics of the field and the need of
coordination with many other activities;

• It is recommended that future PSA research focuses on smaller set of specific issues
addressed in tight co-operation connection with relevant Stakeholders;

• It is suggested to link future activities on extreme weather area to the definition of
normal operating conditions for new nuclear power plants in Finland as well as to a
risk informed approach providing specific requirements to the constructors;

• It is recommended to strengthen the role of PSA in university programs with
emphasis on its integration into PhD research.
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3. Challenges and Recommendations

Based on the examination of the technical material provided and the various discussions
during the site visit, the panel provides MEE with the following general considerations,
suggestions and recommendations:

• In the aim of matching the quite ambitious Finnish goals regarding
comprehensiveness, balance and cost-effectiveness of safety research, and ensuring
that future research needs will be sufficiently addressed, it is suggested to establish a
tight coordination between future SAFIR programs and other safety related research
activities in the country and, as far as possible, abroad;

• A suitable review mechanism should be defined accordingly, to provide the whole
system with a unique tight governance;

• The research in SAFIR2010 is generally structured in accordance with disciplines.
Cross-cutting issues such as aging, modernization, passive system safety, uncertainty
analysis are mainly addressed as subtopics of specific projects. In view of ensuring
the balance and the coordination of the research for all the different aspects of those
cross-cutting issues, it is strongly recommended to consider them systematically and
explicitly  in future programs;

• In order to allow the next SAFIR program to accommodate new research priorities
which might show-up in the framework of the licensing of new power plants in
Finland, it is suggested to implement a systematic mechanism to increase the
flexibility of the program with regard to the consideration of new topics and changes
of priority;

• The panel further suggests to simplify the renewal of multi-year projects in view of
eliminating unnecessary bureaucratic burdens and to allow for more efficient
planning;

• In the straight-line of the previous evaluation, the recommendation is maintained to
reconsider the Reference Group meeting procedures to guarantee that such meetings
provide the projects with administrative guidance and contribute to disseminate
information efficiently;

• It is suggested that the evaluation criteria for the research proposals should be
reconsidered for future projects in view of increasing further the weight of
international cooperation;

• Considering the excellent quality of research conducted within the SAFIR2010
program and the high international relevance of most research topics addressed, the
panel recommends that the organizations managing future SAFIR programs strive
for taking more often a leading role in international safety research cooperation.
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 Appendix A

Evaluation background material

– National Nuclear Power Plant Safety Research 2007-20010, Proposal for
SAFIR2010 Framework Plant, Ministry of Trade and Industry, MTI Publications
32/2006,

– Evaluation of the Finnish Nuclear Safety Research Program “SAFIR”, Ministry of
Trade and Industry, MTI Publications 33/2006,

– Eija Karita Puska (Ed.), “SAFIR2010 The Finnish Research Programme on
Nuclear Power Plant Safety 2007-20010 Interim Report,” VTT Research Notes
2466 (2009),

– Annual Plans and Reports 2007-2009,
– SAFIR2010 Interim Seminar material,
– Collection of SAFIR2010 publications in 2007-2008.
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Program Managers / Organization

Jorma Aurela / MEE
Eija Karita Puska / VTT

Steering Committee Members / Organization

MEE Jorma Aurela, Riku Huttunen
STUK Keijo Valtonen
TVO Pekka Pyy, Liisa Heikinheimo
Fortum Sami Hautakangas, Ritva Korhonen
VTT Timo Vanttola, Pentti Kauppinen
University Rainer Salomaa, Ritta Kyrki-Rajamäki

Researchers per Area Number and Project

1.
MANOR Teemu Reiman (VTT),
SAFEX Krista Pahkin (TLL)
2.
MODSAFE Janne Valkonen (VTT)
CERFAS Risto Nevalainen (TUT)
OPRACTICE Jari Laarni (VTT)
3.
POKEVA Seppo Kelppe (VTT)
TRICOT Antti Daavittila (VTT)
TOPAS Petri Kotiluoto (VTT)
4.
NUMPOOL Timo Pättikangas (VTT)
THARE Ismo Karppinen (VTT)
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SGEN Timo Pättikangas (VTT)
PACSIM Juhani Vihavainen (LUT)
CONDEX Markku Puustinen (LUT)
PASSIMU Virpi Kouhia (LUT)
5.
RADECO Tommi Kekki (VTT)
CHEMPC Teemu Kärkelä (VTT)
COMESTA Tuomo Sevon (VTT)
HYBCIS Eveliina Takasuo (VTT)
6.
PURISTA Kaisa Simola (VTT)
FATE Jussi Solin (VTT)
WATCHEM Timo Saario (VTT)
RAKEMON Ari Koskinen (VTT)
FRAS Päivi Karjalainen-Roikonen (VTT)
DEFSPEED Ulla Ehrnsten (VTT)

7.
SERVICEMAN Erkki Vesikari (VTT)
IMPACT Ilkka Hakola (VTT)
SUSI Arja Saarenheimo (VTT)
8.
CHARISMA Ilkka Karanta (VTT)
FIRAS Sismo Hostikka (VTT)
EXWE Kirsti Jylhä and Kimmo Kahma (FMI)

Reference Group Chairs and Members / Organization, Subject Area Number

1.
Matti Vartiainen, chair (TKK), Kirsi Levä (STUK), Magnus Halin (Fortum)
2.
Olli Hoikkala, chair (TVO), Mika Koskela (STUK), Heimo Takala (STUK), Martti Välisuo,
vice-chair (Fortum)
3.
Risto Teräsvirta, chair (Fortum), Riku Mattila (STUK) Kari Ranta-Puska (TVO), Randolph
Höglund (TVO)
4.
Eero Virtanen, chair (STUK), Mikko Lemmetty* (TVO), Timo Toppila, vice-chair (Fortum)
5.
Risto Sairanen, chair (STUK), Pekka Viitanen* (TVO), Tommi Purho (Fortum)
6.
Martti Vilpas, chair (STUK), Erkki Muttilainen (TVO), Alpo Neuvonen (Fortum)
7.
Pekka Välikangas, chair (STUK), Timo Kukkola (TVO), Tapani Kukkola (Fortum)
8.
Reino Virolainen, chair (STUK), Risto Himanen (TVO), Kalle Jänkälä, vice-chair (Fortum)

* By phone.


